Agenda
Students and Faculty in the Archives
Brooklyn Historical Society, 128 Pierrepont Street (corner of Clinton)
Lower level meeting room

Friday, February 25, 2011

(Bring a sweater. Our meeting space is cold)

1:30    Gathering and coffee
1:40    Introductions
2:05    Brief Tour of Library and Archive
2:35    Overview of the Project (Deborah Schwartz)
2:50    Goals for Student Learning, Expectations for skills and experience (Bill Tally)
3:20    Break
3:30    Sample Archives Activity (Chela Weber)
4:00    Brainstorming in small groups: preliminary thinking about 2011-12 Courses
        Brief share of ideas and a quick write up of notes
4:45    Next Steps: Planning the Summer Institute
5:00    Farewell